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MINNEAPOLIS: By all rights wages should be
soaring in Minnesota, a Midwestern state that
boasts one of the best educated and well-paid
workforces in the United States and where the
unemployment rate stands at a 14-year low. But
explain that to Bernie Hesse, projects director for
the United Food and Commercial Workers Union.
For every bright spot - the 5 percent across the
board pay rise just negotiated for the union’s
nursing home workers - there is a drag in the oth-
er direction. Retail workers, who account for 6,000
of the union’s 10,000 Minnesota members, agreed
to keep wages flat to avoid an increase in health
care premiums.

Healthcare is  “where our members are in
demand...There are no bodies,” Hesse said, while
“the retailers are saying: ‘we will bargain pay for
healthcare’.” That push and pull has played out
statewide in what may offer a cautionary tale for
Federal Reserve officials debating whether to
raise interest rates for the first time in a decade.
After more than five years of steady national job
growth and with the U.S.  economy perhaps

approaching full employment, sustained pressure
on wages is a final missing piece for the Fed’s puz-
zle - necessary to conclude that the economy is
near full capacity.

No rate increase is expected at the June 16-17
meeting, and that timetable may slip further into
next year unless there is a clear sense that a wage
increase cycle has taken hold. There have been
recent positive signs, including one indicator this
week showing wage growth above 4 percent so
far in 2015 compared to last year. But Fed officials
have become worried that the headwinds which
slowed the U.S. economy at the start of the year
may prove stronger than expected, and stall
progress in repairing the job market and ensuring
sustained wage growth.

If Minnesota holds any clues, it may still be a
while until that job is finished. Unlike neighboring
North Dakota, which has ridden a commodity boom
to low unemployment, Minnesota has a diverse
economy more reflective of the nation’s, with a sub-
stantial manufacturing base, a strong medical, serv-
ice and management sector, and a growing tech-

nology presence. If low employment fails to ignite
wages here, it could deepen a sense that it will not
happen nationally any time soon.

“The labor market is doing well - basically a full
recovery,” said Minneapolis Federal Reserve bank
research director Sam Schulhofer-Wohl about
Minnesota’s performance. “It should make us cau-
tious about what our assumptions are when we see a
recovery nationally,” he said in an interview conduct-
ed before the blackout period for the upcoming Fed
meeting. At 3.7 percent, the state’s unemployment
rate is well below the national average, and the low-
est since the peak of the tech bubble at the start of
this century. By contrast hourly wages have been ris-
ing by less than 1 percent a year on an inflation
adjusted basis since the bottom of the last recession. 

The low unemployment rate may mask the fact
that levels of part time work still remain high com-
pared to before the recession, with estimates of as
many as 100,000 workers underemployed. The fact
that 50,000 workers joined the labor force in recent
months to hunt for jobs is a healthy sign, but it also
can hold down wages. — Reuters 

High employment, weak wages show quandary

NEW YORK: The sharp bond market selloff
is starting to pinch American consumers
and companies, causing a mild economic
tightening that, if sustained, could raise
alarms at the Federal Reserve and even
delay a plan to hike interest rates in coming
months. US mortgage rates have reached
their highest level in a year-and-a-half, auto
loans are getting a bit more expensive, and
corporations across the board have seen
their borrowing costs jump as US and
European debt retrenched in recent weeks.

With benchmark US government debt
having jumped from 2.13 percent to as high
as 2.49 percent so far this month, Fed offi-
cials headed into a policy meeting next
week will be asking how long the selloff
could last - and how much it could slow the
economic rebound from a winter slump.
“It’s got to be part of their calculus. And I do
think that they will try to micro-manage the
market,” said Craig Dismuke, chief economic
strategist at Memphis-based broker dealer
Vining Sparks.

After 6.5 years of ultra easy monetary
policy, Fed officials would welcome at least
some evidence of tightening financial con-
ditions as they increasingly telegraph a rate
hike. The concern is a repetition of 2013,
when then-Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke set
off a market rout that threatened the recov-
ery when he suggested a stimulative bond-
buying program could soon be curbed.
Investors and economists said that while
the recent market move is on the Fed’s
radar, given its volatility, alarm would grow
if the 10-year US Treasury yield were to soon
rise above 2.75 percent.

Such a tightening could imperil the all-
important housing market, as it did during
the so-called “taper tantrum” two years ago,
which prompted a flurry of dovish speeches
by Fed officials attempting to control the
damage. At the time, stock markets plunged
and mortgage rates shot up to 4.8 percent,
spooking home buyers. While today’s econ-
omy does not face that sort of trouble, there
are warning signs. A 30-year fixed mortgage

averaged 4.17 percent last week, its highest
level since November 2014, prompting a
rush of applicants to lock in the rate before
costs rise any more. The cost of new car
loans is also edging higher, though from a
record low in the fourth quarter of 2014.

Fed officials regularly highlight housing
and autos as drivers of what is expected to
be stronger consumer confidence and
broader GDP growth in the second half of
the year. Robust job gains suggests the
rebound is underway, with Fed Chair Janet
Yellen eyeing an initial rate hike this year
and economists predicting it will come in
September. Yet US productivity has mysteri-
ously sagged and wages have not climbed
as expected, leaving the economy fragile.
Meanwhile, Fed Governor Daniel Tarullo has
emphasized the central bank’s long-sim-
mering concern that markets may not be
liquid enough to withstand a volatile selloff.

The sharp US bond selloff is a response
to sturdy US economic data, as well as eas-

ing concerns over deflation across Europe,
which has sent German benchmark Bunds
tumbling too. As Treasuries plunged last
week, Tarullo was one of three influential
Fed officials who sounded surprisingly
cautious tones over raising rates. “We do
experience cross currents from abroad
and they do affect our recovery and they
affect the policy response,” said Fed
Governor Lael Brainard, who rarely dis-
cusses policy publicly.

The commentary could hint at the cen-
tral bank’s response if the selloff runs into
the summer and continues to tighten con-
ditions in the real economy. New York Fed
President William Dudley has warned the
Fed would tighten policy less aggressively if
markets, including corporate debt, respond
too much. Two years ago, yields on invest-
ment-grade corporate bonds shot from a
record-low 2.62 percent in early May to a
high of 3.65 percent in early September, or
103 basis points. — Reuters 

Bond selloff wildcard 
could delay rate hike 
Fed could ramp up communications 

NEW YORK: Specialists Gennaro Saporito (left) and Thomas Facchine work at the
post that trades Lorillard on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange on Thursday.
Reynolds American, the company behind Camel and Pall Mall cigarettes, said its
$25 billion deal to buy rival Lorillard was to be completed yesterday. —  AP  

BRUSSELS: Talks on phasing out a form of coal subsidies
ended in stalemate as Japan, the biggest user of the aid,
led calls for more time in defiance of this week’s G7 pledge
on fossil fuel subsidies, sources said. The Paris-based
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
has been trying for a year to get an agreement from its 34
member nations on phasing out export credits for coal, the
most polluting of the fossil fuels.

Sources close to talks in Paris on Wednesday and
Thursday, speaking on condition of anonymity, said
nations would review the situation over the summer ahead
of further talks in September. An OECD spokesman, who
asked not to be identified, confirmed the OECD’s export
credit committee planned to meet in September to debate
further how “export credits can contribute to our common
goal to address climate change”.

The pressure for a deal is strong, but so is opposition,
especially from Japan, the biggest user of the credits that
help companies such as Toshiba Corp to sell coal plant and
mining technology abroad. France, which late this year
hosts U.N. climate talks, is pushing for strict criteria, while
G7 leaders of the world’s major industrial democracies on
Monday backed a target to limit the average rise in global
temperatures to 2 degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees Fahrenheit).

The G7 leaders pledged to eliminate “inefficient fossil
fuel subsidies” and to “continued progress in the OECD dis-
cussions on how export credits can contribute to our com-
mon goal to address climate change”. But that can be inter-
preted to allow export credits to continue in some form.
Industry argues they ensure only the most efficient coal-
fired generation is used and that can cut emissions in
nations that might otherwise use more polluting technolo-
gy. 

Environment campaigners dispute that. “The main ben-
eficiaries are OECD dirty industry, not energy poor nations
or the planet,” Sebastien Godinot, an economist at WWF,
said. As other subsidies have disappeared, OECD export
credits have increased in significance, according to
research by environmental campaigners, including WWF.
Their analysis of the numbers available found Japan pro-
vided around $20 billion in public money to export of coal
technology between 2007 to 2014. In the European Union,
Germany is the largest user.

A German economy ministry spokeswoman said
Germany supported the OECD’s efforts to agree unified
standards for export credits in line with the 2 degree
Celsius limit. “Export credit guarantees should only be
available for new, highly-efficient coal powered stations
and only then if the power stations are embedded in and
coherent with the importing country’s climate protection
strategy,” she said.  — Reuters 
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